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eFPGAsim is comprised of three key software technologies:

eHS: At the heart of eFPGASIM suites, eHS provides a convenient user interface that 
enables users to import real-time models, created using the simulation tool of your choice, 
with unprecendented speed and accuracy.

FPGa electric motor library: Offers a broad spectrum of the most common 
electrical machine. These machines are widely parametrables to fit with most of the 
common industry configurations.

RT-XSG: Used to edit custom FPGA configurations, and to transfer high-bandwidth data 
between the  simulation models and the user-defined code running on eFPGASIM.

This platform for testing and validation of power electronics systems covers a wide 
range of applications, from renewable energy conversion to highly complex multi-
modular converters. The eFPGASIM library also contains optimized power electronics 
models for widely used 2 level inverters, DC/DC converters and H-bridge drives. 
These models embed fault capability and are capable of time steps.
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NI CRIo 
CompactRIO is a real-time embedded industrial controller made by 
National Instruments for industrial control systems.

PXI
PXI is a rugged PC-based platform for measurement and automation 
systems. PXI combines PCI electrical-bus features with the modular, 
Eurocard packaging of CompactPCI and then adds specialized 
synchronization buses and key software features. 

Perfect Partnership for Power Electronics and Power System HIL
oPAL-Rt has partnered with NI, a global leader in test, measurement, and Control solutions, 
to expand its real-time simulation offering its customers with even more accessible, cutting-
edge, real-time simulation technology. 

These eFPGASIM software and eHS solver are compatible with NI hardwares. 

NI crIO-9068 / Zynq 7020 - compactrIO (only for courseware)

NI-PXI-7971 / K7 325T - FlexrIO

NI-PXI-7972 / K7 325T - FlexrIO

NI-PXI-7975 / K7 410T - FlexrIO

NI-PXI-7976 / K7 410T - FlexrIO

NI-PXIe-7858r / K7 325T - r Series

NI-PXIe-7868r / K7 325T - r Series

NI-PXIe-7822r / K7 325T - r Series

NI-crIO 9034 / K7 325T - compactrIO

NI-crIO 9039 / K7 325t - CompactRIo

HaRdwaRe LIST:

Simulator Platform 
Comparison Chart
Simulator Platform
Comparison Chart
Simulator Platform
Comparison Chart

oP4200 oP4510 oP5707
CPU ARM7 INTEL XEON E3 INTEL XEON E5

Number of cores 2 4 4, 8, 16, or 32

XILINX FPGA  
(Standard configuration)  Zync7030 (125T) Kintex 7 (325T) Virtex 7 (485T)

SFP optical interferance 
(GTX 5 Gbits/s) 2 4 16

I/O modules with 16 analog 
or 32 digital signals 4 4 8

Maximum number 
of I/O channels 128 128 256




